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Investment Environment
The building pressure in U.S. and global equities in late 2015 led to a broad-based selloff in January and February. Once again, a chief concern was the fear of slower-thanexpected growth in China, the world’s second-largest economy. The negative sentiment
was also reflected in weakness in energy markets, with the U.S. benchmark for crude oil
dipping to levels not seen in over a decade. The outlook for stocks was not helped by
weak manufacturing data and an underwhelming holiday season for retailers. Later in
the quarter, markets regained confidence, with both stocks and crude retracing earlier
losses. Headline employment data remained solid, but doggedly weak wage growth
caught the attention of central bankers. Accordingly, at its March meeting, the Federal
Reserve (Fed) lowered its projected forecast for interest rate hikes. The market
interpreted this step as favorable for risk assets. Despite the March rally, defensive
sectors, including telecommunications and utilities, were among the quarter’s biggest
gainers. Financial and health care stocks lagged the broader market.
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Performance Discussion
The Fund underperformed its primary benchmark, the Russell 1000 Growth Index, and
its secondary benchmark, the S&P 500 Index, during the quarter. As part of our
investment strategy, we seek companies that have built clear, sustainable competitive
moats around their businesses, which should help them grow market share within their
respective industries over time. Important competitive advantages could include a strong
brand, network effects from a product or service that would be hard for a competitor to
replicate, a lower cost structure than competitors in the industry, a distribution advantage
or patent protection over valuable intellectual property. We think emphasizing these
sustainable competitive advantages can be a meaningful driver of outperformance over
longer time horizons because the market often underestimates the duration of growth
for these companies and the long-term potential return to shareholders. While we held a
number of stocks that detracted from performance this quarter, we remain excited about
the long-term growth potential of the companies in our portfolio.
One of the largest detractors during the quarter, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, was
impacted by the broad downturn in biotech stocks. Slower-than-expected adoption of
new drugs the company recently launched was also a headwind. Moreover, the company
recently communicated that it is planning for the coming year to be an investment year,
which weighed on estimates.
Global biotechnology company Celgene Corporation was also impacted by the sell-off in
biotech stocks during the quarter, as well as by potential currency impacts on 2017
numbers. However, we still believe the risk/reward ratio is attractive and we added to our
position on price weakness during the quarter.
Another detractor during the period was E*Trade Financial Corporation. Although the
company’s quarterly results were fine, decreased expectations about the pace of U.S.
rate hikes weighed on the stock. The stock was also negatively impacted by the
company’s discussion of the potential for mergers and acquisitions. Although we still
believe the core brokerage business is attractive and like the restructuring of the
balance sheet, we trimmed our position during the quarter.
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Executive Summary
• The building pressure in U.S.
and global equities in late 2015
led to a broad-based sell-off in
January and February before a
March rally.
• The Fund underperformed its
benchmarks.
• We foresee continued volatility,
which underscores the
importance of finding select
companies with truly
sustainable competitive
advantages.
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While some stocks negatively impacted performance, we are
pleased with the performance of a number of our positions.
Nielsen Holdings, which tracks market data on consumer
purchasing and viewing habits, was a top contributor to
performance. The company has historically been the only
accredited solution in the marketplace providing data on
traditional media viewing habits. The market had questioned
whether they could become the leading measurement platform
for digital media as well, and recent signs that it will be the
platform of choice for measurement across both traditional and
digital media helped lift the stock this quarter.
Construction aggregate company Vulcan Materials also
contributed to performance. The company had a good quarter
as residential and nonresidential aggregate markets have
continued to recover. Vulcan also landed a five-year highway
bill, which aided the stock’s performance. We believe the

macroeconomic environment is favorable for continued
performance by Vulcan.
Another leading contributor was McGraw Hill Financial, a newly
established position. The company provides ratings through
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, and also provides
benchmarks, analytics and research. The dislocations in the
credit markets gave us an opportunity to establish a position in
the company, as the stock corrected given fears of much lower
debt issuance. Towards the end of the quarter, the credit
markets found their footing, allowing the stock to rebound. Over
the long term, we think the company will benefit from the
disintermediation of the banking system, which should force
more corporate lending to move to bond markets. We also like
the long-term potential of some of its other data and
benchmark services.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook

wages in the U.S. have been going up.

We believe that geopolitical uncertainty from a number of
factors – including the election season in the U.S. and the
upcoming referendum in the UK – will contribute to continued
market volatility. Although these factors will likely grab attention
during the year, we believe that underlying factors are generally
positive. The consumer appears healthy, especially as she
continues to benefit from low commodity prices. Moreover,

While there are concerns about the global economy, we think it
underscores the importance of finding those select companies
with truly sustainable competitive advantages that can take
market share and continue to grow earnings, even without the
backdrop of a strong global economy. Such companies are
more appreciated in a world where growth is harder to come by,
as they can create their own path to creating value.

Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 3/31/16
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Nielsen Holdings PLC

3.62

0.42

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc

1.31

-0.65

Vulcan Materials Co

3.20

0.30

E*TRADE Financial Corp

1.25

-0.51

McGraw Hill Financial Inc

1.63

0.24

Celgene Corp

3.56

-0.46

Facebook Inc

2.82

0.19

Amazon.com Inc

3.24

-0.33

Apple Inc

3.39

0.17

US Bancorp

0.00

-0.28

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.
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Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Nielsen Holdings: Nielsen is a global information and
measurement company that measures and monitors what
consumers watch (programming, advertising) and what
consumers buy (categories, brands, products) on both a
global and local basis. We think the company will benefit
from the fragmentation of media as it provides measurement
data on how much video content is viewed through different
mediums. We also think Nielsen is a beneficiary of the
growth of the developing market consumer. As consumer
spending power in emerging markets grows, we expect
companies will seek more data on consumers’
purchasing patterns.

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals: We view the biotechnology
company’s Eylea drug as an advance for the treatment of
wet age-related macular degeneration (AMD), a leading
cause of blindness in the elderly. We believe Eylea has
potency, cost and convenience advantages over the current
standard of care, which has led to a strong uptake in the
market. We feel Regeneron has a strong technology
platform and an underappreciated pipeline of novel antibody
drug candidates, including a potential leading therapy for a
new class of cholesterol-lowering agents.

Vulcan Materials Company: Vulcan is primarily engaged in
the production, distribution and sale of construction
aggregate materials. We like that there are very high barriers
to entry around their business as the high weight and low
value of the company’s product has necessitated operating
in local markets. Additionally, the company’s geographic
footprint is stronger than their competitors, and a difficult
permitting process makes it difficult for competitors to open
new mines to combat the issue of proximity to the client.
McGraw Hill: McGraw Hill Financial is a leading provider of
ratings, benchmarks, analytics and research. We believe the
company enjoys wide moats around its rating agency
business, and has the potential for attractive top-line growth
due to the secular trend of bank disintermediation. Over the
past few years, McGraw Hill Financial has divested its lower
growth and more capital-intense businesses and is now a
portfolio of market-leading, global, and scalable businesses.
Facebook: The social networking website facilitates the
sharing of information, photographs, website links and
videos among family, friends and co-workers. Recent data,
including fast-growing sales, has given us greater
confidence in the sustainability of Facebook’s core product
and thus the advertising market that should accrete to it. We
believe the company will be among the few mobile platform
operators that disproportionately benefit from meaningful
new developments in advertising/marketing models, which
we believe will develop over the next several years. In
particular, we think we are in the early phase of advertising
dollars shifting to mobile, where Facebook is gaining traction
with app developers, direct response advertisers, brand
advertisers and small- to medium-size businesses.
Apple: One of the world’s largest mobile device and
computer makers, Apple has been the beneficiary of
incremental sales opportunities and increased penetration in
new geographies, mobile service providers and

E*Trade Financial: E*Trade Financial Corporation is a
financial services company offering an online brokerage
services and related products for investors. We believe the
core brokerage business is attractive, and we like the recent
restructuring of the balance sheet. However, we have
questions about their capital allocation. We trimmed our
position during the quarter.
Celgene: This global biotechnology company seeks to
deliver truly innovative and life-changing drugs for the
treatment of cancer and other severe immune, inflammatory
conditions. We see the potential for continued strong growth
ahead for Celgene’s blood-cancer-fighting Revlimid drug
franchise and believe its additional pipeline products could
further supplement this growth. Some of the new drugs that
could become meaningful contributors include Abraxane for
pancreatic cancer, Pomalyst for refractory multiple myeloma
and a recently licensed drug to treat Crohn’s disease. We
also appreciate management’s willingness to utilize free
cash flow for share repurchases and product acquisitions.
Amazon: The online retailer offers a wide range of products,
including books, music, videotapes, computers, electronics,
home and garden, and numerous other products. Amazon
offers personalized shopping services, Web-based credit
card payment and direct shipping to customers. We believe
the company’s competitive advantages of a low overhead
cost structure, allowing an aggressive pricing structure, and
faster shipping will cause consumers to shift an increasing
amount of their general merchandise spending toward it.
Given that over 90% of retail sales are still sold offline, we
believe Amazon has significant opportunities ahead,
particularly as they expand into new business lines
and geographies.
U.S. Bancorp: U.S. Bancorp provides a range of financial
services, including lending and depository services, cash
management, foreign exchange and investment
management services and other banking services. We exited
our position during the quarter.
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Top Contributors (continued)
product categories.

Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 3/31/16 the top five portfolio holdings of Janus Forty Fund are: Alphabet Inc (6.17%), Lowe's Cos Inc (5.24%), General Electric Co (4.46%), MasterCard
Inc (3.91%) and Nielsen Holdings PLC (3.50%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in
this commentary.
The opinions are as of 3/31/16 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Foreign securities are subject to additional risks including currency fluctuations, political and economic uncertainty, increased volatility, lower
liquidity and differing financial and information reporting standards, all of which are magnified in emerging markets.
Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth
values.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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